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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Interest in cyber insurance and risk continues to grow
PSi_^RSh`SQdNdX_^cX^  X^`NbdReSd_WXVW`b_Ů[S
data breaches, but also due to awareness of the
almost endless range of exposures businesses face.
• The Panama Papers global breach underscored the
importance of having a robust insurance program
and security strategy.
• Breaches targeting medical/healthcare providers
continue apace. A ransomware attack in February
against a Hollywood, California, hospital forced its
Q_]`edSbcicdS]c_ŵX^ST_b]_bSdWN^_^SgSSZͥ
While patient records were not compromised, the
hospital paid a ransom to the hacker to regain
control of its systems.
• Insurers are also coming under attack. Two high
`b_Ů[SPbSNQWScX^  dNbVSdSRWSN[dWX^cebSbc
Anthem and Premera Blue Cross, exposing data on
78.8 million and 11 million customers, respectively.
• The U.S. government has also been targeted by
hackers. Recent breaches at the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp (FDIC) and the Internal Revenue
Service follow multiple breaches in May 2015 of
dWSBųQS_TCSbc_^^S[@N^NVS]S^dN^R<^dSbX_b
Department systems that compromised the records
of 22 million current and former civilian U.S. government employees.
Attacks and breaches have grown in frequency, and
loss costs are on the rise. In 2015, the number of U.S.
data breaches tracked totaled 781—the second highest year on record—with 169 million records exposed.
<^dWSŮbcdWN[T_T  ͨc_]S RNdNPbSNQWSfS^dc
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have been publicly disclosed as of July 7, with 12.8
]X[[X_^bSQ_bRcSh`_cSRͥGWScSŮVebScR_^_dX^Q[eRS
the many attacks that go unreported. In addition, many
NddNQZcV_e^RSdSQdSRͥ6Sc`XdSQ_^űXQdX^VN^N[icScͨ
the costs associated with these losses are increasing.
McAfee and CSIS estimated the likely annual cost to
the global economy from cybercrime is $445 billion
a year, with a range of between $375 billion and
$575 billion.
Insurers are issuing an increasing number of cyber
insurance policies and becoming more skilled and
experienced at underwriting and pricing this rapidly
evolving risk. They are also working with catastrophe
modelers to develop a standardized approach to
identify, quantify and report exposure data across the
X^Recdbiͥ@_bSdWN^ QNbbXSbc^_g_ŬSbcdN^RΌN[_^S
cyber insurance policies, and it is estimated the U.S.
market is worth over $3.25 billion in gross written
premiums in 2016, with some estimates suggesting it
has the potential to grow to $7.5 billion.
Some observers believe that exposure is greater
than the insurance industry’s ability to adequately
underwrite the risk. Attacks have the potential to be
massive and wide-ranging due to the interconnected
^NdebS_TdWXcbXcZͨgWXQWQN^]NZSXdRXųQe[dT_bX^cebers to assess their likely severity. The underreporting
of attacks means that accurately evaluating exposures
is challenging. Several insurers have warned that the
scope of the exposures is too broad to be covered by
the private sector alone, and a few observers see a
need for government cover akin to the terrorism risk
insurance programs in place in several countries.
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I. GROWTH IN INTEREST IN
CYBER LIABILITY
An explosion of data and digital technologies,
combined with the increasing complexity of threats
and changing regulatory expectations, is propelling
the cyberrisk landscape into uncharted territory.

Emerging technologies such as drones, additive
manufacturing (3-D printing, for example), smart city
projects, internet-connected home appliances and
autonomous vehicles could also disrupt established
business practices and create new security threats,
fundamentally changing the nature of risks. 27ŬSQdXfS
global governance will be critical to manage evolving
security and privacy risks going forward.

Number and Impact of Data
Breaches Continues to Rise
In 2015 a total of 781 U.S. data breaches were tracked,
with 169 million records exposed, according to the
Identity Theft Resource Center (Fig. 1). 3 This represents
the second highest year since the center began
tracking breaches in 2005.
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Economic thought leaders have warned that
failing to understand and address risks related to
dSQW^_[_Viͨ`bX]NbX[idWScicdS]XQQNcQNRX^VSŬSQdc
of cyberrisks or the breakdown of critical information
infrastructure could have far-reaching consequences
for national economics, economic sectors and global
enterprises. As the Internet of Things (IoT) leads to
more connections between people and machines,
cyber dependency will increase, raising the odds of
N^NddNQZgXdW`_dS^dXN[QNcQNRX^VSŬSQdcNQb_ccdWS
cyber ecosystem.1
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Source: Identity Theft Resource Center.

The ongoing trend of record high numbers of
PbSNQWScQ_^dX^eScΒX^dWSŮbcdWN[T_T  ͨc_]S
507 data breach events had been publicly disclosed
as of July 7, 2016, with 12.8 million records exposed.
3WXVW`b_Ů[SV[_PN[PbSNQWgXdW]NccXfSTN[[_edXc
the Panama Papers online leak targeting Panamanian
[NgŮb]@_ccNQZ8_^cSQNͥGWXcS]NX[WNQZX^Q[eRSR
2.6 terabytes of data, including 4.8 million email
messages and 2.2 million PDFs. The leaked
information allegedly details the ways dozens of highranking politicians, their relatives or close associates
X^]_bSdWN^ Q_e^dbXScecSR_ŬcW_bSQ_]`N^XSc
to hide income and avoid paying taxes. More than 100
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news organizations published reports based
on the leaked information starting in early April 2016.
Meanwhile, the just-disclosed 2014 Yahoo breach
believed to have been the work of a state-sponsored
group, compromised a record 500 million accounts.
It highlights the scope of the threat and widespread
impact as users scramble to reset passwords.
Disclosure of the breach comes as Yahoo tries to
complete its pending deal with Verizon. Both events
serve as a reminder of the importance of having a
robust insurance program and cybersecurity strategy.
Breaches targeting medical/healthcare providers
continue apace in 2016. A ransomware attack in
February against a Hollywood hospital forced its
Q_]`edSbcicdS]c_ŵX^ST_b]_bSdWN^_^SgSSZͥ
While patient records were not compromised in this
attack, Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center paid
a $17,000 ransom in bitcoin to the hacker to regain
control of its systems. In July 2015, hackers accessed
as many as 4.5 million patient records in UCLA Health
System’s computer network.

Management and Interior Department systems, when
hackers stole records on as many as 22 million current
and former civilian U.S. government employees. The
U.S. Federal Reserve is also reported to have been the
target of multiple attacks.
Other recent victims include well-known brands such as
Wendy’s, Verizon Enterprise Solutions, Ashley Madison,
Sony Pictures, Staples, Home Depot, JP Morgan Chase,
PF Chang’s, eBay, Snapchat and Target.
Yet despite the large number reported, the actual
number of breaches and exposed records is without
a doubt much higher as many, if not most, attacks go
unreported and undetected.
The majority of the 781 data breaches in 2015 hit
business and medical/healthcare organizations,
according to the Identity Theft Resource Center (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2

2015 Data Breaches By Business
Number of Breaches

Insurers are also coming under attack. Two high
Category, By
`b_Ů[SPbSNQWScX^  _QQebbSRNdWSN[dWX^cebSbc
Anthem and Premera Blue Cross. At Anthem, hackers
gained access to a corporate database containing
dWS`Sbc_^N[[iXRS^dXŮNP[SX^T_b]NdX_^_^ͥ]X[[X_^
current and former U.S. customers and employees.
Anthem also stated that anywhere from 8.8 million to
18.8 million non-customers could have been impacted. Educational
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@SN^gWX[SͨCbS]SbN4[eS5b_ccceŬSbSRN^Sdg_bZ
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and medical records of 11 million customers.
The U.S. government continues to be a target of
hackers. Recent breaches at the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp (FDIC) and the IRS follow multiple

PbSNQWScX^@Ni  _TdWSBųQS_TCSbc_^^S[
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Fig. 3
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Medical and healthcare organizations accounted for
the majority of records exposed by data breaches in
2015 (Fig. 3).
;XVW`b_Ů[SPbSNQWScWNfSdbXVVSbSRVbSNdSb
awareness of the risk and need for insurance. One
legal expert described the 2013 Target data breach as
“the equivalent of 10 free Super Bowl ads for insurers
selling cyber policies.” 4
The fact that Target had $100 million in network
security insurance was widely reported. 5 As of
January 2016, Target estimated it had already
accrued $291 million in expenses related to the
data breach, with some $90 million expected to be
_ŬcSdPiX^cebN^QSͥ
Health insurer Anthem is understood to have some
$150 million to $200 million in cyber insurance,
including excess layers of coverage. It is also reported
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that Home Depot had $105 million in coverage and
that insurance would cover some $27 million in
recovery costs from the retailer’s 2014 breach.
The Threat to Businesses
No industry sector appears to be safe. For any
PecX^Scc_bV_fSb^]S^dS^dXdidWNdcd_bScQ_^ŮRS^dXN[
customer and client information online, a massive data
PbSNQWQN^[SNfSXdŮVWdX^Vd_]NX^dNX^bS`edNdX_^N^R
brand value.
Cyber incidents (crime, data breaches, IT failures)
moved into the top 3 global business risks in 2016,
NQQ_bRX^Vd_dWSŮTdWN^^eN[3[[XN^kEXcZ4Nb_]SdSb
Survey, climbing up to rank 3 from No. 5 (Fig. 4).6
Cyber incidents also ranked as the top long-term
risk, according to the Allianz survey, while impact of
digitalization and new technology also feature among
dWSd_`bXcZcXRS^dXŮSRPiQ_]`N^XScͥ
Other survey highlights:
• Loss of reputation (69 percent) is the main cause of
economic loss after an attack, followed by business
interruption (BI) (60 percent) and liability claims
after a data breach (52 percent).
• The increasing sophistication of attacks is the
impact of digitalization that companies fear most
(52 percent), according to Allianz. Respondents
also fear data fraud or theft (50 percent) and
breakdown of critical infrastructure (38 percent).
• A lack of understanding (48 percent) of the
complexity of the risks involved is cited as the main
factor preventing companies from being better
prepared to combat threats. Not having a concrete
assessment of the cost of the risks involved (46
percent) ranks second, while budgetary constraints
(39 percent) ranks third.
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Fig. 4
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Emerging Technology Risks
As technologies evolve, companies of all sizes are
potentially exposed to even greater risks from data
breaches.
The Internet of Things (IoT) means that billions of
connected things, from autonomous vehicles, to
smart home devices, to medical devices, to wearable
devices could be vulnerable to attack and the onus
is on manufacturers to prioritize security and reduce
the risks.7 Gartner forecasts that 6.4 billion connected
things will be in use worldwide in 2016, up 30 percent
from 2015, and will reach 20.8 billion by 2020. 8
Even automobiles are now vulnerable to hacking.
Laptop computers are now being used to bypass
key fobs and hijack electronic ignition systems to
steal cars. In August 2016 two men were accused of
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using a laptop to steal more than 100 vehicles in the
Houston area. 9 And in July 2015, Chrysler announced
the recall of 1.4 million Jeep vehicles after it was
demonstrated that dashboard functions, steering,
transmission and braking systems could be hacked
and manipulated wirelessly. 1 0
Smart home devices, including smart door locks
and alarms, in millions of homes are a potential
target of attacks. Symantec research found multiple
vulnerabilities in 50 commercially available devices.
Researchers have also discovered potentially
life-threatening vulnerabilities in medical devices,
such as insulin pumps, smart pacemakers and X-ray
machines.1 1 In January, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration issued draft guidance outlining steps
medical device manufacturers should continuously
take to address cyberrisks.

8

Security concerns surround the adoption of cloud
computing—the use of a network of remote servers
over the internet to store, manage and process data,
rather than a local server—by both companies and
government agencies.
GWS5[_eRFSQebXdi3[[XN^QS͔5F3͕WNcXRS^dXŮSR
data breaches as the top cloud computing threat
that companies face in 2016.12 Because of the huge
amount of data stored on cloud servers, providers have
become an attractive target, the CSA report found.
A hack of Apple’s iCloud service last year resulted in a
collection of nearly 500 private pictures and videos of
celebrities being posted online.
Mobile security and privacy is another concern.
Growing numbers of mobile devices are being used
d_NQQSccQ_^ŮRS^dXN[N^RQbXdXQN[X^T_b]NdX_^ͨ[SNfX^V
corporate networks even more vulnerable to attack.
Meanwhile, the FBI’s unlocking of an iPhone
belonging to one of the terrorists involved in the San
Bernardino shooting may have ended its legal battle
with Apple, but left open the question of whether
devices should be manufactured with back doors so
that information can be extracted.

Ransomware and Social Engineering Risks
Ransomware and social engineering attacks are on
the rise. A $16,000 ransom paid by the University
of Calgary to restore data following a ransomware
attack, a $500 bitcoin payment made by a NASCAR
racing team after critical team data was held hostage,
and a $17,000 bitcoin payment made by Hollywood
Presbyterian Medical Center after a hacker gained
control of its systems are just some recent attacks that
have raised concerns among businesses and insurers.
Nearly 40 percent of businesses have experienced
a ransomware attack in the last year, and of these,
]_bSdWN^_^SΌdWXbR[_cdbSfS^eSgWX[S_^SX^ŮfS
had to stop business completely, according to recent
research.13 More than 20 percent of attacks demanded
more than $10,000 in ransom. In April, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reported that law enforcement had seen an increase in ransomware attacks in
2015, particularly targeting organizations because the
`Ni_ŬcNbSWXVWSbͥEN^c_]gNbSNddNQZcNbS^_d_^[i
proliferating, but becoming more sophisticated, the FBI
warned.14 Symantec reports that crypto-style ransomgNbS͔S^Qbi`dX^VŮ[Sc͕VbSgPi `SbQS^dX^  N^R
`bSRXQdSRdWNddWXcShdbS]S[i`b_ŮdNP[Sdi`S_TNddNQZ

For any business or government entity
that stores conﬁdential customer and
client information online, a massive data
breach can leave it ﬁghting to maintain
reputation and brand value.
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will continue to ensnare PC users and expand to any
network-connected device that can be held hostage
T_bN`b_Ůdͥ15 McAfee Labs predicted that ransomware
will remain a major and rapidly growing threat in 2016.16
3Vb_gX^VŮ^N^QXN[TbNeRΒN^RT_b]_Tc_QXN[S^VX^SSbing—is business email compromise (BEC) fraud, also
known as CEO fraud, which last year was described by
the FBI as an emerging global threat.17 These sophisticated phishing attacks occur when cyber criminals
send fake email messages from company CEOs, often
gWS^N57BXcZ^_g^d_PS_ed_TdWS_ųQSͨNcZX^V
company accountants to transfer funds to a supplier.
Instead, the funds go to a criminal account.
Since the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3)
began tracking BEC scams in late 2013, more than
7,000 U.S. companies have been targeted by such
attacks with total dollar losses exceeding $740 million.
GWNdŮVebSXc[XZS[i]eQWWXVWSbgWS^^_^ΌHͥFͥfXQdX]c
and unreported losses are included.
Impact on Small, Midsize Businesses
While data breaches on larger companies tend to
dominate the headlines, small and medium-sized
businesses are increasingly vulnerable.
Their exposure is much the same as that of larger
companies, according to experts, but many do not
realize they are the “soft underbelly” of cybersecurity,
mistakenly believing they are too small to be attacked.18
Attacks are growing more common, with Travelers
estimating that 62 percent of all breach victims are
small to medium-sized businesses.19
A recent UK government report also suggested
that one-third (33 percent) of small businesses
have had a breach in the past 12 months, while
for medium businesses that number is at just over
one-half (51 percent).20
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While concerns have grown amid increasing
frequency and costs of attacks, security spending
is on the rise, a recent Gartner report found. The
worldwide cybersecurity market will increase to
$170 billion by 2020, up from $75.4 billion in 2015.21
In 2015, 38 percent more security incidents were
detected than in 2014, and companies of all sizes
boosted their information security budgets by 24
percent in 2015, PwC found.22 Interestingly, 46 percent
of survey respondents said their board participates in
information security budgets.
Large companies, meanwhile, have noticed the risks
their smaller business partners and suppliers present.
The massive Target data breach began when hackers
gained access to the U.S. retailer’s systems via its
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) vendor.
Some big companies have increased their due
diligence. Many require their vendor networks to have
cyber insurance and better security in place.
As a result many small and midsized companies are
now buying cyber insurance because they are required
to if they want to do business with other partners.23

Small businesses
do not realize
they are the “soft
underbelly” of
cybersecurity.
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The Threat to Government
Governments are facing an unprecedented level of
attacks and threats with the potential to undermine
national security and critical infrastructure.
U.S. President Obama has stated that cyber terrorism
is one of the biggest threats facing the United States
today, noting in his 2015 State of the Union speech:

Such attacks are the work of an evolving list of
perpetrators, including:
• State-sponsored groups: Foreign governments are
X^QbSNcX^V[ic`_^c_bX^VNddNQZcdWNdX^Ů[dbNdSHͥFͥ
businesses and steal information and intelligence.
Few take responsibility.

“No foreign nation, no hacker, should be able to shut
down our networks, steal our trade secrets, or invade
the privacy of American families, especially our kids.

• Criminal organizations: Traditional organized
crime groups based in a single country or loosely
organized global hacker teams frequently target
individuals and corporations.

“We are making sure our government integrates
intelligence to combat cyber threats, just as we have
done to combat terrorism.”24

• Hacktivists: Politically motivated groups (such
as Anonymous) and lone hackers are growing in
number and sophistication.

After the 2014 Sony Pictures breach, President
Obama declared malicious cyberattacks a national
emergency and signed an executive order April 1,
2015, establishing new sanctions to curb this “unusual
and extraordinary threat to the national security,
foreign policy and economy of the United States.”25

• Insiders: Increasing numbers of disgruntled and
former employees are using their authorized
access to sensitive information and computer
networks to carry out attacks.

For government the threat extends beyond dollars
and cents. The International Institute for Counter
Terrorism (ICT) reports that global jihad groups and
other terrorist organizations are increasingly
venturing into cyberspace, engaging in what they
call “electronic jihad,” attacking the enemy by
sabotaging its online infrastructure, using the
information available to them from the virtual world
to cause mayhem in the real world, and developing
their own defensive capabilities.26
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• Terrorists: Governments around the world
are concerned about terrorists carrying out
potentially wide-scale events that destroy
physical and digital assets.
The rising popularity of digital currencies, such as
bitcoin, has also resulted in their acceptance as
payment by a growing number of establishments,
despite potential risks and illegal uses. The ICT noted
the technological aspects of bitcoin that make it an
ideal means of fundraising for illegal activities, such
as terrorism. Separately, there have also been several
well-publicized hacker attacks on bitcoin exchanges,
which is a growing risk for companies.
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Hacks of both Democratic National Committee and
Republican National Committee emails during an
election year have raised concerns that groups are
NddS]`dX^Vd_X^űeS^QSdWS_edQ_]S_TdWS  HͥFͥ
presidential campaign. Personal email accounts of
politicians are also being targeted, as evidenced by
the hacking of former secretary of state Colin Powell’s
Gmail account.
Theft of military and trade secrets remains a top
concern. U.S. military Central Command (@Centcom)
Twitter and YouTube accounts were hacked in
January 2015, reportedly by Islamic state militants.
A_Q[NccXŮSRX^T_b]NdX_^gNcQ_]`b_]XcSRͥ
An unprecedented
external attack on the
Ukraine power grid
on December 23,
2015, underscores
the growing threat to
critical infrastructure.
Reports suggest that
hackers may have
installed malware known as BlackEnergy on the
systems of three regional power stations before
launching a coordinated attack that left 225,000
homes in the Ivano-Frankivsk region of the country
without electricity for several hours.27

The Department of Homeland Security’s Industrial
Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team
(ICS-CERT) received reports of approximately 295
attacks on critical infrastructure control systems in
dWSH^XdSRFdNdScX^ŮcQN[iSNb  ͔BQd_PSb  
through September 2015), a 20 percent increase over
the prior year.28 The critical manufacturing sector saw
the most reported incidents, accounting for one-third
(33 percent), followed by the energy sector with 46
incidents (16 percent).

Government Fights Back
In July, the White House announced a new policy
directive spelling out how the government will
coordinate its
response to largescale cyber incidents.
As part of this initiative
a new metric designed
to gauge the severity
of attacks and how the
government responds
to them will assign a rating of 0 through 5 (with 5
PSX^VdWS]_cdcSfSbS͕d_cXV^XŮQN^dX^QXRS^dcͥ

Computer sabotage
coming from another
country can constitute
an act of war.

There were two noteworthy critical infrastructure
attacks in 2014. A Russian hacker group called
“Energetic Bear” launched a malware attack that
QNecSRcXV^XŮQN^dRXcbe`dX_^T_bHͥFͥS^SbVicSQd_b
companies, and an attack against a steel plant in
Germany disrupted control systems, leaving operators
unable to shut down a blast furnace, resulting in
massive physical damage.
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In February 2014, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) released a new framework
for improving critical infrastructure cybersecurity.
The framework gathers existing global standards
and practices to help organizations understand,
communicate and manage their risks. A year earlier
President Obama issued an executive order that
promoted increased information sharing about threats
between government and private companies that
oversee critical infrastructure such as electrical grids.
Meanwhile, incidents such as former National Security
Agency contractor Edward Snowden’s 2013 leaks on
the U.S. intelligence community’s internet surveillance

12

WNfSQ_^dX^eSRd_bNXcSdWS`b_Ů[S_TQiPSbQ_^űXQd
between countries.
In 2011, a report from the Pentagon concluded that
computer sabotage coming from another country
can constitute an act of war.29 It noted that the Laws
_T3b]SR5_^űXQdΒgWXQWVeXRSdbNRXdX_^N[gNbcN^R
are derived from various international treaties such as
the Geneva Convention—apply in cyberspace as in
traditional warfare.
A number of federal legislative/regulatory proposals
on cybersecurity have been passed or are under
consideration by Congress. At the state level, some
cdNdScWNfSPbSNQW^_dXŮQNdX_^[NgcX^SŬSQdͥ
Since October 2011 the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has provided guidance for publicly
dbNRSRQ_]`N^XScd_RXcQ[_cScXV^XŮQN^dX^cdN^QSc
of cyberrisks and events. 30 Descriptions of relevant
insurance coverage were included in the SEC’s list of
appropriate disclosures.
This raises the important question of whether and how
adequately businesses are protected by insurance
coverage in the event of an attack. For insurers, the
increasingly complex and ever evolving nature of
threats and attacks presents both a challenging risk
and an opportunity.
The rising incidence of cybercrime targeting major
U.S. companies has led to increasing momentum
among government and legislative leaders to
introduce substantive security measures at the
national level.
Two key security bills passed by the House in late
April 2015 would shield from liability companies that
share cyber threat information with the government.
A summary of executive orders as well as a summary
of the various legislative bills in Congress is included
in Appendix 1.
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Cyber Terrorism Coverage
Language regarding acts of war or terrorism in cyber
insurance policies is typically vague. For example,
a cyberattack or data breach caused by a statec`_^c_bSRVb_e`Q[NccXŮSRPidWSHͥFͥV_fSb^]S^dNc
a terrorist organization falls into a gray area, bringing
up questions over insurance coverage.
The most recent extension of the terrorism risk
insurance program [the Terrorism Risk Insurance
Program Reauthorization Act of 2015 (TRIPRA)] does
not explicitly or directly address cyberattacks.
The general view is that if a cyber terrorism attack
resulted in damage ordinarily covered by a terrorism
X^cebN^QS`_[XQiceQWNcŮbS_bSh`[_cX_^ͨdWSbSg_e[R
be coverage under the terrorism risk insurance law,
so long as the event meets all the criteria set forth in
dWSNQd[SNRX^Vd_NQSbdXŮQNdX_^_TdWSSfS^dNcN^NQd
of terrorism.31
For example, if a cyber terrorism attack led to a
major explosion at a power plant, that damage
would likely be covered by terrorism insurance.
However, costs resulting from an attack such as
^_dXŮQNdX_^d_Qecd_]SbcNTdSbNRNdNPbSNQWͨdWS
Q_cd_TŮ^ScN^R`S^N[dXScͨdWSdWSTd_TQ_^ŮRS^dXN[
information and lawsuits would be far beyond the
scope of the program.32
In response to a growing number of incidents and
cyber threats targeting commercial industries that
can lead to equipment failure, physical damage to
property and/or injury to people, several insurers
^_g_ŬSbSh`N^RSRQ_fSbNVSͥGWScS`b_ReQdc
include coverage for property damage and
P_RX[iX^Yebiͨc`SQXŮQN[[iT_bQ_]`N^XScX^QbXdXQN[
infrastructure industries, such as oil and gas,
chemicals, power and utilities.
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I I. CYBERATTACKS:
RISING FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY
Losses from the theft of intellectual property will also
increase as acquiring countries improve their ability to
make use of it to manufacture
competing goods.

Latest industry research points to the rising frequency
and severity of cybercrimes and attacks.
A joint report by McAfee and
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS)
found that governments and
companies underestimate
how much risk they face from
cybercrime and how quickly
this risk can grow. 33
McAfee and CSIS estimated
the likely annual cost to
the global economy from
cybercrime is $445 billion a
year, with a range of between
$375 billion and $575 billion.
GWXcŮVebSXc]_bSdWN^dWS
national income of most
countries, the report noted.
The most important cost
comes from its damage
to company performance
and to national economies.
Cybercrime damages trade,
competitiveness, innovation
and global economic growth,
according to the report.

Fig. 5

Malicious Code, Denial
Of Service And Phishing
Were The Most Costly
Cyber Crimes In 2015
Percentage of Average Cost
4%
7%

24%

9%
10%
16%
12%
14%
Malicious Code

Malicious Insiders

Denial of Services

Malware

Phishing &
Social Engineering

Stolen Devices

Web-Based Attacks

Botnets

Viruses, Worms, Trojans

Total may not equal 100% due to rounding.
Source: 2015 Cost of Cyber Crime: United States,
Ponemon Institute.

Cybercrime remains a growth industry. CSIS research
predicts that opportunities will grow as more business
activities move online and more consumers around
the world connect to the Internet, and as autonomous
devices are connected.
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3%

The Cost of
Cybercrime
The cost of the typical incident
continues to grow, often into
millions of dollars.
An annual study of U.S.
companies by the Ponemon
Institute estimates the average
annualized cost of cybercrime
at $15.4 million, up 21 percent
from $12.7 million per year the
previous year, and an increase
of 33 percent from $11.6 million
two years ago.34
The total annualized cost for
the 2015 benchmark sample
of 58 organizations ranged
from a low of $1.9 million to a
high of $65 million each year
per company.

The most costly crimes as
a percentage of the average cost of cybercrime are
those caused by malicious code and denial of service
attacks, Ponemon said (Fig. 5).
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Information theft continues to represent the highest
external cost, followed by costs associated with
business disruption, the study revealed (Fig. 6).
On an annualized basis, information theft accounted
for 35 percent of total external costs (consistent
with the six-year average). Costs associated with
disruption to business or lost productivity accounted
for 39 percent of external costs (up 4 percent from the
six-year average).35
The cost grows if the attack is not resolved quickly.
According to the study, the average time to resolve an
attack was 46 days, with an average cost to participating companies of $2 million during this 46-day period.
This represents a 22 percent increase from last year’s
estimated average cost of $1.6 million based on a
45-day resolution period. Results show that malicious
insider attacks can take more than 60 days on
average to contain.
International studies also show the breadth and depth
of the risk, in the United States and elsewhere.
A global benchmark study by the Ponemon Institute of
383 companies representing 12 countries, including the
United States, found that data breaches are becoming
far more costly to manage and that U.S. companies
ceŬSbSRͨ_^NfSbNVSͨdWS]_cdQ_cd[iPbSNQWScͥ
This study did not include catastrophic or mega
data breaches of more than approximately 100,000
compromised records because these are not typical
of the breaches most organizations experience.
For the U.S. companies participating in this research
the average total cost of a breach was more than
$7.0 million in 2016—the highest total average cost
of the 12 countries—up 7 percent from $6.5 million
in 2015 (Fig. 7).36 Germany had the next highest total
average cost at $5.0 million. In contrast, samples
of Indian and South African companies experienced
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Fig. 6

Information Theft And Business
Disruption Account For The Bulk Of
External Costs
Percentage of Total External Cost
Other Costs*

Equipment Damages
4%

Revenue Loss
21%

1%

Business Disruption
39%

35%
Information Theft
*Other costs include direct and indirect costs that could not be allocated to a
main external cost category. Total may not equal 100% due to rounding.
Source: Ponemon Institute.

Fig. 7

The Average Cost Of A Breach In The
U.S. Has Reached $7 Million in 2016*
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*The 2016 study examines the costs incurred by 383 companies across
16 industries representing 12 countries, including 64 U.S. case studies. Total
PbSNQWQ_cdcX^Q[eRSͧ[_cdPecX^SccbSce[dX^VTb_]RX]X^XcWSRdbecd_bQ_^ŮRS^QS_TQecd_]SbcͩQ_cdcbS[NdSRd_RSdSQdX_^ͨScQN[NdX_^ͨN^R^_dXŮQNdX_^_T
the breach; and ex-post response activities, such as credit report monitoring.
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the lowest total average cost at $1.6 million and
$1.9 million, respectively.
The average per capita cost of a data breach for U.S.
companies was $221, compared to a $217 average
Q_cdQN[Qe[NdSRX^  ͥC_^S]_^RSŮ^Sc`SbQN`XdN
cost as the total cost of data breach divided by the
size of a data breach (i.e. the number of lost or stolen
records). Also, on average U.S. companies had data
breaches that resulted in among the greatest number
of exposed or compromised records, at 29,611.
Malicious or criminal attacks are most often the
cause of a data breach globally and also the most
costly data breach incidents in all 12 countries, the
Ponemon study found (Fig. 8). U.S. companies that
had a data breach due to malicious or criminal attacks
experienced a cost of $236 per compromised record,
cXV^XŮQN^d[i NP_fSdWS]SN^_TΙ ͥ
Fig. 8

Malicious Or Criminal Attacks Cause
Almost Half Of All Breaches
Malicious or
Criminal Attack*
48%

Human Error

25%

27%

System Glitch

*The most common types of malicious or criminal attacks include malware
infections, criminal insiders, phishing/social engineering and SQL injection.
Total may not equal 100% due to rounding.
Source: Ponemon Institute.
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The Ponemon study also found that U.S. organizations have the highest lost business costs at an
average of $4.0 million. These costs include abnormal turnover of customers (a higher than average
loss of customers for the industry or organization),
increased customer acquisition activities, reputation
losses and diminished goodwill.
5_^űXQdX^V<^T_b]NdX_^_^6NdN4bSNQW5_cdc
An earlier study by Verizon suggests that these
data breach cost estimates may be overstated.37
Compared to the 2014 Ponemon estimates that
breaches cost companies $201 per lost record that
year, Verizon’s cost-per-record estimate was just
58 cents.38
GWSgX[R[iRXŬSbS^dQ_cdScdX]NdScNbXcSPSQNecS
Verizon’s 2015 Data Breach Investigations Report
uses only cyber liability insurance claims data from
insurers to look at the data breach cost impact, rather
than a broader formula that includes both direct and
indirect costs.
In its analysis Verizon did acknowledge that the 58
cent cost-per-record is a very poor estimate of loss.
It goes on to set out a new breach-cost model that
accounts for uncertainty as the volume of records lost
increases. As a result it found that a small data breach
where only 100 records are lost would most likely
cost an organization between $18,120 and $35,730.
At the other end of the scale, a massive data breach
of 100 million records would have an average cost of
between $5 million and $15.6 million, Verizon said.
GWS  C_^S]_^cdeRiRXRŮ^RdWNdQSbdNX^_bVN^Xzational factors can reduce the overall cost of a data
breach. Companies that had a strong security posture
at the time of the data breach could reduce the average cost per record by $14.14 to $131.86—the greatest
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decrease in cost. Companies that had an incident
response plan in place also reduced the average cost
per record by $12.77.
;_gSfSbͨdWSc`SQXŮQNddbXPedSc_bTNQd_bc_TNRNdN
breach can also increase the overall cost. For example, the study found that if the data breach involved
lost or stolen devices the cost per record could
increase by $16.10 to $161.10. Third party involvement
in the breach incident also increases the per capita
cost of a data breach by $14.80.

Insurance Information Institute
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III. THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
AND CYBERRISK
@_bSdWN^ QNbbXSbc_ŬSbcdN^RΌN[_^S`_[XQXScͨ
and Marsh, a major insurance broker, estimates the
U.S. market was worth $2.75 billion in gross written
premiums in 2015, up from $2 billion in 2014. Today,
market experts suggest gross written premiums have
increased to $3.25 billion.39

Historical Development of
Cyber Insurance
Cyber insurance in the United States evolved as a
product in the mid- to late-1990s, and the market
is still seen as being in its infancy (Fig. 9). Insurers
have had to expand coverage for a risk that is rapidly
shifting in scope and nature.
Fig. 9

Historical Development of Cyber (Re)Insurance
Evolution of the U.S. Product
1996
• Cyber insurance first
emerged as a product.

2003

2000s

• Privacy breach notice
laws enacted in
California, furthering
demand for cyber
products.

2006

• Following California’s
example, 47 of the 50
states have enacted
compulsory breach
notification legislation,
driving the cyber market
in the U.S.

• Cyber becomes
privacy issue.

2014
• Cyber is underwritten
by over 60 insurers
and produces over
$1 billion a year in
premium income.

Evolution of the European Product
1995

Mid 2000s

2012

2013

2013/14

2015

• Data Protection
Directive in the EU.
• Established data
protection as a
right for EU citizens.

• Increased reliance
on IT and highprofile hacking
scandals lead to
increase in inquiries
for cyber insurance
in Europe.

• Reform of Data
Protection
Legislation
released by the
EU. These detailed
compulsory breach
notification rules
increase fines to be
enforced and other
requirements for
data protection.

• EU announced
the Cyber Security
Directive, which will
impose minimum
security measures
on businesses.

• Insurers develop
international
offerings. 25-30
markets in London.

• Expected
implementation
of the Reform of
Data Protection
Legislation.
(However, this date
is a moving target).

Source: Historical Development of Cyber (Re)Insurance, GCCapitalIdeas.com, October 23, 2014.
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Estimates also project the European market at
between €700 million and €900 million by 2018
(US$765 million to US$983 million). 40 Industry experts
say the European market is likely to get a boost from
expected reform of European Union (EU) data protection rules that would force companies to disclose
breaches of customer data.
PwC estimates the global market could grow to at
least $7.5 billion in annual premiums by the end of the
decade. Insurers need to move quickly to innovate
before a disruptor such as Google enters the market.
The Lloyd’s insurance market estimates that the
growing global market will be worth $85 billion and is
positioning itself to be a global hub for coverage.41
Why Reliance on Traditional Policies Is Not Enough
While traditional insurance policies typically have not
handled the emerging risk, limited coverage under
traditional policies may be available.
For example, there may be coverage under a traditional property insurance policy if an incident resulted
X^NQ_fSbSRQNecS_T[_ccͨceQWNcNŮbS_bSh`[_cX_^ͨ
which caused property damage.
Traditional property insurance policies often contain
express provisions covering damage or disruption
to electronic data. The package policy known as
the Business Owners Policy (BOP) that is often
purchased by medium- and smaller-sized businesses
includes coverage for electronic data loss (up to a
c`SQXŮSR[X]Xd͕ͥ

If electronic data is destroyed or damaged as the
result of a covered cause of loss, the insurer will pay
the cost to replace or restore it. Causes of loss that
apply to this coverage include a computer virus, harmful code or other harmful instructions entered into a
computer system or network to which it is connected.
There is no coverage, however, for loss or damage
caused by the actions of any employee.
Forms now allow insurers to tailor coverage for small
and midsize businesses. Optional endorsements to
the standard BOP cover data breaches, data replacement and restoration, cyber extortion and business
interruption.42
Most traditional commercial general liability policies
do not cover cyberrisks, however.43 In the United
FdNdScͨ<^cebN^QSFSbfXQScBųQS͔<FB͕ͨNcePcXRXNbi
of Verisk Analytics, is a key supplier of statistical,
actuarial and underwriting claims information for property/casualty insurers. ISO also develops standard
insurance policy forms. ISO’s revisions to its general
liability policy form in 2014 and 2013 consist primarily
of a mandatory exclusion of coverage for personal
and advertising injury claims arising from access or
RXcQ[_cebS_TQ_^ŮRS^dXN[X^T_b]NdX_^ͥ
Reliance on traditional insurance policies is therefore
not enough, so specialized policies have been
developed by insurers.

The Lloyd’s insurance market estimates that
the growing global cyber insurance market
will be worth $85 billion and is positioning
itself to be a global hub for coverage.
Insurance Information Institute
www.iii.org
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Stand-Alone Cyber Coverage
Specialized cyberrisk coverage is available primarily
as a stand-alone policy. Each policy is tailored to
dWSc`SQXŮQ^SSRc_TNQ_]`N^iͨRS`S^RX^V_^dWS
technology being used and the level of risk involved.
4_dWŮbcdΌN^RdWXbRΌ`NbdiQ_fSbNVScNbSNfNX[NP[Sͥ
Coverages include:
Loss/Corruption of Data: Covers damage to, or
destruction of, valuable information assets as a result
of viruses, malicious code and Trojan horses.
Business Interruption: Covers loss of business
income as a result of an attack on a company’s
network that limits its ability to conduct business, such
as a denial-of-service computer attack. Coverage
also includes extra expenses, forensic expenses and
dependent business interruption.
Liability: Covers defense costs, settlements, judgments and, sometimes, punitive damages incurred by
a company as a result of:
• Breach of privacy due to theft of data (such as
QbSRXdQNbRcͨŮ^N^QXN[_bWSN[dWbS[NdSRRNdN͕ͩ
• Transmission of a computer virus or other liabilities
resulting from a computer attack, which causes
Ů^N^QXN[[_ccd_dWXbR`NbdXScͩ
• Failure of security which causes network systems to
be unavailable to third parties; rendering of Internet
Professional Services;
• Allegations of copyright or trademark infringement,
libel, slander, defamation or other “media” activities
on the company’s website, such as postings by
visitors on bulletin boards and in chat rooms. This
also covers liabilities associated with banner ads for
other businesses located on the site.
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D&O/Management Liability: Newly developed and tailored D&O products provide broad all risks coverage,
]SN^X^VdWNddWSbXcZXcQ_fSbSRe^[Sccc`SQXŮQN[[i
excluded. All liability risks faced by directors, including
cyberrisks, are covered.
Cyber Extortion: Covers the “settlement” of an extortion threat against a company’s network, as well as the
Q_cd_TWXbX^VNcSQebXdiŮb]d_dbNQZR_g^N^R^SV_tiate with blackmailers. An insured’s ransom payment
following a ransomware attack is typically covered,
subject to individual policy terms and conditions.
Crisis Management: Covers the costs to retain
public relations assistance or advertising to rebuild a
company’s reputation after an incident. Coverage is
also available for the cost of notifying consumers of
a release of private information, as well as the cost
of providing credit monitoring or other remediation
services in the event of a covered incident.
Criminal Rewards: Covers the cost of posting a
criminal reward fund for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of a criminal who has attacked a
company’s computer systems.
Data Breach: Covers the expenses and legal liability
resulting from a data breach. Policies may also provide access to services helping business owners to
comply with regulatory requirements and to address
customer concerns.
Identity Theft: Provides access to an identity theft call
center in the event of stolen customer or employee
personal information.
Depending on the individual policy, specialized
coverage can apply to both internally and externally
launched attacks, as well as to viruses that are
c`SQXŮQN[[idNbVSdSRNVNX^cddWSX^cebSR_bgXRS[i
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distributed across the internet. Premiums can range
from a few thousand dollars for base coverage for
small businesses (less than $10 million in revenue) to
several hundred thousand dollars for major corporations desiring comprehensive coverage.
3c`Nbd_TdWSN``[XQNdX_^`b_QSccͨc_]SX^cebSbc_ŬSb
an online and/or on-site security assessment free of
charge regardless of whether the applicant purchases
the coverage. This is helpful to the underwriting
process and also provides extremely valuable analysis and information to the company’s chief technology
_ųQSbͨbXcZ]N^NVSbN^R_dWSbcS^X_bShSQedXfScͥ

New Areas of Development
As quickly as insurers develop cyber policies, new
exposures are emerging.
Individual Risks: <^cebSbcNbScdNbdX^Vd__ŬSbQiPSb
insurance programs for individuals. Such programs
typically bundle coverages previously available only
to businesses, but increasingly important to individuals as they access and store data online. Coverage
can be added to homeowners or renters policies and
may include coverage and services for computer
attacks, cyber extortion, online fraud and the breach
of personal information involving smart phones,
computers and connected home devices.
Individuals seek to better protect themselves from
the risks created by their participation in social media.
While traditional homeowners insurance policies
include liability protection that covers the insured
against lawsuits for bodily injury or property damage,
coverage may be limited and individual policies may
RXŬSbPiQ_]`N^iN^RPicdNdSͥ5NcS[NgXcN[c_
evolving. However, umbrella or excess liability policies
provide broader protection, including claims against
the insured for libel and slander, as well as higher
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liability limits. Specialized insurance products that
protect an individual from social media related risks
are under development.
Cloud Computing: Insurers are developing products
to provide coverage for cloud providers and the
businesses that utilize them. Recruiting new business
can be challenging for cloud providers as businesses
have concerns over data security. Traditional cyber
liability policies typically exclude losses incurred by
a third party such as a cloud provider. The cloud
coverage being developed by insurers would apply
to loss, theft and liability of the data stored within the
cloud, whether the loss occurs from hacking, a virus or
a subsequent liability event.
Deceptive Funds Transfer (Social Engineering
Coverage): Coverage for theft losses resulting from
deceptive funds transfer (sometimes known as social
engineering coverage) is in demand in response to
the rise in losses from business email compromise
(BEC) scams. A number of cyber insurers have started
_ŬSbX^VQiPSbQbX]S`_[XQXScdWNd`b_fXRSQ_fSbNVST_b
losses due to funds transfer fraud and cyber deception.
Property Damage and Bodily Injury: Several insurers
WNfScdNbdSR_ŬSbX^V[X]XdSRQ_fSbNVSdWNdNRRbSccSc
property damage and bodily injury from a cyberattack.
These products have been developed in response
to the increasing incidence and threats of attacks
targeting commercial industries that can lead to
equipment failure, physical damage to property and
physical harm to people. Companies in critical infrastructure industries, such as oil and gas, chemicals,
power and utility, and transportation have a growing
need for this type of cover. Products typically address
coverage gaps in a customer’s existing commercial
lines program.
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Social Media/Networking: Insurers have developed
products that can be added to cyber policies to cover
a company’s media and/or social networking activities.
Some policies now provide coverage for certain social
media liability exposures such as online defamation,
advertising, libel and slander. Intellectual property
rights may also be covered.

Cyber Insurance:
Legal Environment
In its sigma publication Swiss Re noted that the recent
rise in cyber-related litigation is only expected to
increase.44 There have been several recent legal
developments in the cyber arena.
Data Breach Liability
An organization may be found liable if a breach resulting from a systems failure or lax security compromises
the security of customer personal information or data.
A variety of legal actions may be pursued, including
N[[SVNdX_^c_T^SV[XVS^QSͨPbSNQW_TŮReQXNbiRediN^R
breach of contract.
Increased regulation at both the federal and state
level related to information security and breach
^_dXŮQNdX_^XcSh`N^RX^VdWS[SVN[NfS^eScdWNd]Ni
be pursued. Many states have enacted laws requiring
companies to notify consumers of breaches of

personal data. Federal laws, such as the HIPAA, the
Gramm Leach Bliley Act and the Fair Credit Reporting
Act have requirements to safeguard the privacy of
personal information.
A federal court in New Jersey in 2014 upheld the
power of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to sue
companies that fail to protect their customers’ data.45
GWSbe[X^VbSPeŬSRNQWN[[S^VSTb_]Ji^RWN]W_dS[cͨ
which argued that the FTC overstepped its authority
with a 2012 lawsuit against the global hotel chain.
Class Action Lawsuits
Mega data breaches have prompted class action
lawsuits against companies seeking damages
collectively on behalf of individuals whose personal
information was lost or stolen. Legal experts note that
the scope and number of data breach class actions
Xce^`bSQSRS^dSRͨgXdW]_bSQNcScPSX^VŮ[SRX^dWS
aftermath of recent massive data breaches.46
For example, over 70 class actions lawsuits alone
gSbSŮ[SRNVNX^cdGNbVSdT_[[_gX^VXdc  PbSNQWͥ
3QQ_bRX^Vd__^S[SVN[Sh`SbdͨT_bc_]S`[NX^dXŬc
lawyers this was “the Black Friday door buster to
end all others.”47 And an April 2011 hacking of Sony’s
C[NiFdNdX_^_^[X^ScSbfXQSc[SRd_dWSŮ[X^V_T]_bS
than 50 class action complaints in the United States.

Legal experts note that the scope and
number of data breach class actions is
unprecedented, with more cases being
ﬁled in the aftermath of recent massive
data breaches.
Insurance Information Institute
www.iii.org
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C[NX^dXŬcdi`XQN[[iN[[SVSdWNdPecX^SccScTNX[SRd_
adequately safeguard consumer information and gave
X^ceųQXS^dN^Re^dX]S[i^_dXQS_TdWSPbSNQWͥ<^dWS
GNbVSdQ[NccNQdX_^cc_]S_TdWS`[NX^dXŬcNbSSfS^
seeking damages for emotional distress as well as
punitive damages. Target and other companies may
also face class actions from banks and credit unions
seeking damages for administrative expenses, lost
interest, transaction fees and lost customers.

Data Breach Insurance Coverage
5_]`N^XScdWNdWNfSceŬSbSRNRNdNPbSNQW[__Zd_
their insurance policies for coverage to help mitigate
some of the enormous costs. The increasing uptake
of cyber liability policies and rising claims makes it
inevitable that coverage disputes will arise. The fact
that there is no standard cyber insurance form means
that individual policy terms and conditions may vary
greatly.

Settlements can be huge. In March 2015, a federal
judge gave preliminary approval to a $10 million
settlement in just one Target class action.48 In August

<^_^S_TdWSŮbcdRSQXcX_^cX^dSb`bSdX^VNQiPSb
insurance policy, the U.S. District Court in Arizona on
May 31, 2016, held that a cyber insurance policy issued
by Federal Insurance Co. (Chubb) does not cover
liabilities to credit card issuers arising from a 2014 data
breach at P.F. Chang’s China Bistro.

2015, Target agreed to pay up to $67 million to settle
gXdWIXcN<^Qͥ_^PSWN[T_TPN^ZcN^R_dWSbŮb]c
that issue credit and debit cards. The amount would
compensate card issuers for the costs of issuing
^SgQNbRcͨNRRX^V]_bSQN[[QS^dSbcdNŬd_WN^R[S
customer queries and the costs of the actual fraud.
In December 2015, Target also agreed to a $39
million settlement with several U.S. banks that service
MasterCard.
As of January 2016, Target estimated it had already
accrued $291 million in expenses related to the data
PbSNQWͨgXdWc_]SΙ]X[[X_^Sh`SQdSRd_PS_ŬcSd
by insurance. That estimate was based on the prospect of settling many lawsuits.
A total of 25 class action lawsuits were settled in the
wake of the 2007 TJ Maxx data breach involving the
theft of data related to over 45 million credit and debit
cards—one of the costliest data breaches of all time.
The settlement included: up to $1 million to customers
without receipts; up to $10 million to customers with
bSQSX`dc͔Ι `SbQ[NX]N^d͕ͩΙ ͥ ]X[[X_^X^`[NX^dXŬc
attorneys fees; and three free years of credit monitoring, reported to cost $177 million.
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When a stolen credit card number is fraudulently
ecSRͨdWSPN^ZdWNdXcceSRdWSQbSRXdQNbRXcŮ^N^QXN[[i
responsible for paying the fraudulent charge. It also
incurs the cost of delivering a new credit card to the
consumer. If a retailer’s data breach was behind the
fraud, the bank has legal agreements that let it indirectly recover its costs from the retailer responsible for
the breach. One such agreement left P.F. Chang with
an assessment of just under $2 million. The restaurant
QWNX^Ů[SRNQ[NX]NVNX^cdXdcQiPSbX^cebN^QS`_[XQiͥ
P.F. Chang lost. The court found that losses arising
from these assessments are not covered losses,
Nd[SNcd^_de^RSbdWXcc`SQXŮQX^cebN^QS`_[XQiͥ<dc
important to note that in reaching its decision, the court
turned to cases analyzing commercial general liability
(CGL) policies for guidance because cyber policies
are relatively new to the market, but the fundamental
principles are the same. Also of note is the fact that
Federal Insurance did pay approximately $1.7 million
for P.F. Chang’s damages related to forensic and
defense costs. These damages were not at issue
under the policy.49
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Despite the fact that most traditional CGL policies are
not designed to cover cyberrisks, there have been
fNbX_ec[SVN[NQdX_^cN^RRXŬSbX^V_`X^X_^c_^dWSN`plication of standard form CGL policies to data breach
incidents. However, many insurers have adopted ISO’s
May 2014 cyber exclusions for CGL policies, which has
bSReQSRdWSQWN^QSc_TX^cebSRcŮ^RX^VQ_fSbNVS
under traditional policies.
B^SWXVW`b_Ů[SQNcST_[[_gSRdWS3`bX[ RNdN
breach involving tens of millions of Sony PlayStation
Network users. A New York trial court had ruled that
Zurich American Insurance Co. owed no defense
coverage to Sony Corp. or Sony Computer Entertainment America LLC. In his February 2014 ruling, New
L_bZFe`bS]S5_ebd=ecdXQS=SŬbSi>ͥBX^VcNXRNQdc
by third party hackers do not constitute “oral or written
publication in any manner of the material that violates a
person’s right of privacy” in the Coverage B (personal
and advertising injury coverage) under the CGL policy
issued by Zurich.50 However, in early May 2015, it was
reported that Sony and Zurich had reached a settlement, though terms were not disclosed. As a result,
legal experts say the precedential value of Judge
Oing’s opinion will be diminished, as it should remain
an outlier trial court decision.51

Based on the NAIC Cybersecurity and Identity Theft
5_fSbNVSFe``[S]S^dT_bX^cebSbŮ^N^QXN[cdNdS]S^dcͨ
a total of 117 U.S. insurers reported writing some
cyber insurance premiums in 2015. Direct premiums
written were $993 million in 2015, while the number
of in-force policies totaled 1.5 million.52
3_^4S^ŮS[RbS`_bdcdWNd X^cebSbcgb_dS]_bS
than $1 million in cyber premiums in 2015. Only seven
insurers reported written premiums over $50 million.
GWSd_`ŮfSNQQ_e^dSRT_b `SbQS^d_T`bS]Xe]cͨ
and the top 10 accounted for 80 percent. As the
market expands, premiums for the smaller insurers are
expected to expand as well, broadening the distribution of premium in the market.
5iPSbX^cebN^QSgNc`b_ŮdNP[SX^  ͨgXdWN ͥ
percent average loss ratio across all insurers, though
individual insurer results deviated greatly. Loss ratios
among the top 20 underwriters varied between zero
Fig. 10

Package Policies Make Up Just More Than
Half Of All Cyber Insurance Premium
Standalone Cyber Policies
$515.1 MM
52%

Changes in Cyber Insurance
Pricing and Capacity
While the market is growing rapidly, the exact number
of companies in the United States and elsewhere that
WNfSN`_[XQiWNcPSS^RXųQe[dd_RSdSb]X^Sͥ4ed^Sg
reporting requirements developed by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) give
ecNŮbcdV[X]`cS_TdWSQiPSbX^cebN^QS`_[XQXSc
issued in the U.S. marketplace.

48%
Package Cyber Policies
$480.7 MM
Source: NAIC Cybersecurity and Identity Theft Coverage Supplement, 2015.
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percent at the low end to 161 percent at the high end,
according to Aon’s analysis.

the risk, from the boardroom to the data center. In the
face of an evolving risk landscape and an aggressive
regulatory environment, organizations no longer treat
QiPSbNcN`b_P[S]d_PSŮhSRͨPedbNdWSbNcNbXcZd_
be managed, Marsh said.

Of the $993 million in total premium reported in 2015,
packaged cybersecurity policies accounted for
$515.1 million, or 52 percent, while stand-alone
cybersecurity policies accounted for $480.7 million,
or 48 percent (Fig. 10).

In 2015, the number of Marsh clients purchasing
stand-alone cyber insurance increased by 27 percent
over 2014 (Fig. 11). Critical infrastructure industries—
including chemical, communications, energy, health

FX^QSNcXV^XŮQN^dN]_e^d_TdWSQ_fSbNVSXcgbXddS^
via Lloyd’s and other international insurance markets
that do not report to the NAIC, actual U.S. premiums
are likely considerably higher.

care, and transportation—show more interest in the
coverage, particularly related to business interruption losses. After the 2015 blackout caused by a
cyberattack on an electricity provider in Ukraine, the
power and utilities sector showed notable growth in
the purchase of cyber insurance, with a 28 percent
increase in the number of Marsh clients purchasing
coverage in 2015 over 2014.

Whatever the precise number of U.S. companies
buying cyber insurance may be, Swiss Re estimates
that by 2025 cyber coverage will be included in every
retail, commercial and industrial insurance policy.53
Latest market analysis indicates a continued pattern
of strong growth in cyber insurance purchasing.54
3@NbQW  ]NbZSdPbXSŮ^VTb_]Pb_ZSb@NbcW
notes an increasing awareness and appreciation of

Companies are also buying higher limits. Cyber
insurance limits purchased in 2015 averaged
$16.9 million across all industries and all company

Fig. 11

Stand-alone Policies Grew By More Than 25 Percent Among Marsh Clients
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sizes, a 15 percent increase over the average of $14.7
million in 2014, Marsh says (Fig. 12).
Among larger companies, which tend to have greater
exposure to cyberrisk, average limits purchased
were $39.2 million, up 15 percent from an average
of $34.2 million in 2014 (Fig. 13).
Large communications, media and technology
organizations purchased the highest average
[X]XdcΒΙ ͥ]X[[X_^Β_TN^iX^Recdbiͥ?NbVSŮ^N^QXN[
institutions witnessed an 18 percent increase in
average limits purchased in 2015 over 2014.
Companies may not be buying enough cover, however. An earlier study by Marsh based on the data
output of its proprietary statistical model—the Cyber
IDEAL—found that the exposure facing many organizations eclipses the risk transfer programs they have
implemented.55 For example, retailers with revenues
between $5 billion and $20 billion on average will
buy an aggregate limit of $23 million. However, a
hypothetical retailer in that bracket may have a much
higher exposure than that average limit (Fig. 14).
For a retailer with $12 billion in annual revenues that
holds a maximum 75 million records, Cyber IDEAL
indicates that a one-in-100 data breach event could
result in the exposure of more than 21 million records
with costs exceeding $340 million, or nearly 12 times
the average limits purchased. Such an event could
potentially create an enterprise-threatening risk,
before even accounting for the risk to reputation,
Marsh said.
As for rates, during 2015 markets remained challenging for certain industries—notably retail and health
QNbSΒN^RT_bX^cebSRcgXdWcXV^XŮQN^d[_ccScͥ<^cebSb
competition remains strong for business outside
of high-exposure classes, however. Average rate
increases at renewal for both primary layers and total

Insurance Information Institute
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programs—as measured by average annual changes
in the year-over-year price per million of limits—were
[_gSbX^dWS[NddSbWN[T_TdWSiSNbdWN^X^dWSŮbcdWN[T
of 2015. The average primary rate per million rose at
ͥ `SbQS^dX^dWSŮbcdaeNbdSb_T  ͨRb_``X^Vd_
12.1 percent in the fourth quarter (Fig. 15).
Marsh reports that the market was challenged by a
growing recognition that organizations increasingly
rely upon technology for essential operations, and are
dWec[__ZX^VT_bQ_fSbNVSPSi_^RX^RS]^XŮQNdX_^T_b
privacy breach costs.
Market capacity remained abundant at more than
$500 million, but total program size varied by industry
as well as the types of coverage options elected.
Most large towers comprise between $200 million
and $400 million in limits, Marsh noted. No insurers of
cXV^XŮQN^dcXkSS^dSbSRdWS]NbZSdX^dWS[NcdaeNbdSb
of 2015, but individual insurer appetites continued
d_RSfS[_`ͨgXdWQNbbXSbcRXŬSbS^dXNdX^VNb_e^RceQW
areas as attachment points, deployed limits and
followed coverages.

Obstacles to Writing
Cyber Coverage
5iPSbbXcZbS]NX^cRXųQe[dT_bX^cebN^QSe^RSbgbXdSbc
to quantify for a number of reasons, including:
• Complexity of Risk:GWSRSŮ^XdX_^_TQiPSbbXcZ
is rapidly evolving and expanding. Attacks are
increasing sophisticated. The range of perpetrators,
targets and exposures at stake ever broadens. It is
a constant challenge for C-suite executives, boards
of directors, cybersecurity experts, IT professionals,
law enforcement, governments and insurers to
keep pace. In addition to damaged or lost assets
and business interruption, attacks can result in costly
investigations, litigation and settlements as well as
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Fig. 12

The Average Limit Purchased For Cyber Liability Insurance
Rose to $16.9 Million in 2015
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Source: Benchmarking Trends: Operational Risks Drive Cyber Insurance Purchases, Marsh Global Analytics, March 2016.

Fig. 13

Among Larger Companies The Average Total Limit Purchased
Grew To $39.2 Million In 2015.
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Fig. 14

A One-In-100 Data Breach
Could Cost $340 Million
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Group, November 2014

Fig. 15

Rates For Cyber Cover Rose In 2015 For
Both Primary And Excess Layers, But At
A Declining Rate
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reputation damage, with the potential knock-on
SŬSQd_^NQ_]`N^icQecd_]SbPNcSͨcd_QZ`bXQS
and earnings. Insurance industry leaders have
acknowledged that there could be inescapable
limitations on the capacity of the market to handle
the demand for cyber insurance for both public and
private sectors.56
• Lack of Historical Data: Although many costly
events have occurred, there is a lack of historical
RNdNT_bQiPSbbXcZͨ]NZX^VXdRXųQe[dT_bX^cebSbcd_
write and price policies appropriately. While there
is no standard form for the coverage, catastrophe
modelers and insurers are working together to
develop common data standards for use in risk
models. Earlier this year Lloyd’s and the Lloyd’s
Market Association teamed up with catastrophe
modelers AIR Worldwide and RMS along with the
Cambridge Center for Risk Studies, to develop a
set of common core data requirements.57 The goal
is to develop a standardized approach to identify,
quantify and report cyber exposure data across the
insurance industry. Several catastrophe modelers
and brokers have launched tools and models to
manage cyberrisks.58 Aggregation and accumulation risk is a particular focus of modelers. Guy
Carpenter recently formed a strategic alliance with
cybersecurity specialist Symantec to create a cyber
aggregation model.59 Surveys can help identify and
track trends, but they do not provide an adequate
basis for actuarial analysis. Last year ratings agency
A.M. Best 60 noted: “The quantifying of risks and
rewards to insureds has not reached a reliable
level of actuarial data and consequence-oriented
analytics, which is needed for accurate pricing
of the premiums and establishing appropriate
reserves.” This lack of actuarial data is holding back
the growth in market capacity, industry players say.61
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• Risk Accumulation and Aggregation Uncertainty:
Cyberattacks have the potential to be massive and
wide-ranging. Risk accumulation—in which a single
SfS^dc`N^c]e[dX`[SbXcZcNŬSQdX^VQ_]`N^XScͨ
countries, industries and lines of business—is a
growing concern and creates the potential for
catastrophic risk.62 A “cyber hurricane” event, in
which tens or hundreds of thousands of systems
are compromised by a common event could result
in potentially catastrophic numbers of insurance
claims.63GWS;SNbdP[SSRcSQebXdiűNgͨRXcQ[_cSR
in April 2014, is just one example of this type of
vulnerability. Another source of concern is cloud
computing. The breach of a cloud service provider
Q_e[RNŬSQd]N^iQecd_]SbcNb_e^RdWSg_b[Rͨ
many of whom might share the same insurer.
Several insurers have warned that the scope of
the exposures is too broad to be covered by the
private sector alone.64 At least one has described
cyber as a “systemic risk” and proposed government cover akin to the terrorism risk insurance
programs in place in several countries.65
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CONCLUSION
3`b_[XTSbNdX_^_TWXVW`b_Ů[SNddNQZcN^RRNdNPbSNQWSc
ensures that businesses, governments, law enforcement, security experts and consumers around the
world are paying close attention to the risks of
cyberspace and developing a corresponding response.
As technologies evolve, companies of all sizes are
potentially exposed to even greater risks. The Internet
of Things means that billions of connected things
could be vulnerable to attack, and the onus is on
manufacturers to prioritize security and reduce the
risks. This level of awareness and scrutiny has put
increased pressure on government leaders, legislators
and regulators to address the risk.
As information-sharing of attacks in the United States
becomes tied to limiting liability in the corporate world,
the question of how to balance privacy with transparency remains a major challenge. Still, companies need
to demonstrate that the information provided by their
customers and clients is properly safeguarded.
There is greater acceptance that insurance has an
important role to play in mitigating some of the costs
that arise from data breaches and attacks. However,
insurance is not a fail-safe.
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Cyberrisks remain challenging for insurers to underwrite for a number of reasons.
• The complex and rapidly shifting nature
of cyberrisk means there is a constantly
changing range of perpetrators, targets and
exposure values at stake;
Η 3[NQZ_TWXcd_bXQN[NQdeNbXN[RNdN]NZScXdRXųQe[d
for insurers to write and price policies appropriately,
though a more consistent approach to capture data
and model risk is now underway;
• The interconnected nature of cyberspace
creates considerable uncertainty around
risk accumulation and aggregation, making it
RXųQe[dT_bX^cebSbcd_NccSccdWS[XZS[icSfSbXdi
of attacks.
How insurers manage these risks while creating
products for this multi-billion dollar market opportunity
as the legal and regulatory landscape becomes more
RSŮ^SRgX[[RSdSb]X^SW_gPScdgSN[[NbS`b_dSQdSR
from cyberrisks in the years to come.
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Appendix I

Blocking the Property of Certain Persons Engaging in
FXV^XŮQN^d@N[XQX_ec5iPSbΌ7^NP[SR3QdXfXdXSc
Source: The White House, Office of the Press Secretary

On April 1, 2015, President Obama issued an executive order which enables U.S. government agencies to block
the assets of any foreign person determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State, to be responsible for or complicit in or to have directly or indirectly engaged
in malicious cyber-enabled activities.
These activities encompass those that originated from or were directed by persons located, in whole or in subcdN^dXN[`Nbdͨ_edcXRSdWSHͥFͥdWNdNbSbSNc_^NP[i[XZS[id_bSce[dX^ͨ_bWNfS]NdSbXN[[iQ_^dbXPedSRd_ͨNcXV^XŮQN^d
dWbSNdd_HͥFͥ^NdX_^N[cSQebXdiͨT_bSXV^`_[XQi_bSQ_^_]XQWSN[dW_bŮ^N^QXN[cdNPX[XdiN^RdWNdWNfSdWS`eb`_cS
_bSŬSQd_Tͧ
Η ;Nb]X^Vͨ_b_dWSbgXcScXV^XŮQN^d[iQ_]`b_]XcX^VdWS`b_fXcX_^_TcSbfXQScPiͨNQ_]`edSb_b^Sdg_bZ_T
computers that support one or more entities in a critical infrastructure sector;
Η FXV^XŮQN^d[iQ_]`b_]XcX^VdWS`b_fXcX_^_TcSbfXQScPi_^S_b]_bSS^dXdXScX^NQbXdXQN[X^TbNcdbeQdebScSQd_bͩ
Η 5NecX^VNcXV^XŮQN^dRXcbe`dX_^d_dWSNfNX[NPX[Xdi_TNQ_]`edSb_b^Sdg_bZ_TQ_]`edSbcͩ_b
Η 5NecX^VNcXV^XŮQN^d]XcN``b_`bXNdX_^_TTe^Rc_bSQ_^_]XQbSc_ebQScͨdbNRScSQbSdcͨ`Sbc_^N[XRS^dXŮSbcͨ_b
Ů^N^QXN[X^T_b]NdX_^T_bQ_]]SbQXN[_bQ_]`SdXdXfSNRfN^dNVS_b`bXfNdSŮ^N^QXN[VNX^ͥ

GWS5iPSbΌFSQebXdi7hSQedXfSBbRSb
Source: Mayer Brown Legal Update, February 13, 2013

On February 12, 2013, President Obama issued a cyber security executive order to improve the cyber security
of critical infrastructure in the United States and to promote information sharing about cyber threats between
government and private companies that oversee such critical infrastructure systems.
The Order will have an impact on private companies that oversee critical infrastructure, including transportation
cicdS]cͨRN]cͨS[SQdbXQN[VbXRcN^RŮ^N^QXN[X^cdXdedX_^cͥ
GWSRSŮ^XdX_^_TQbXdXQN[X^TbNcdbeQdebSXcPb_NRN^RX^Q[eRScͼcicdS]cN^RNccSdcͨgWSdWSb`WicXQN[_bfXbdeN[ͨ
so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a
debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination
of those matters.”
While this order is currently voluntary, the Secretary of Commerce will be designing “incentives” to encourage
owners and operators of critical infrastructure to participate in the program.
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Fe]]Nbi_T@NY_b5iPSbcSQebXdi?SVXc[NdXfSCb_`_cN[c
Source: I.I.I. research and National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL), as of June 2016.

Cyber Act of War Act (H.R. 5220 and S. 2905)
Summary: Would require the administration to develop a policy to determine when a cyberattack rises to the
level of warfare.
Protecting Cyber Networks Act (H.R. 1560)
Passed House 4/22/2015
Summary: Amends the National Security Act of 1947 to require the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) to
RSfS[_`N^R`b_]e[VNdS`b_QSRebScd_`b_]_dS͔͕ͧdWSdX]S[icWNbX^V_TQ[NccXŮSRN^RRSQ[NccXŮSRQiPSbdWbSNd
indicators in possession of the federal government with private entities, non-federal government agencies, or
state, tribal or local governments; and (2) the sharing of imminent or ongoing cyber security threats with such entities to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts. Provides liability protections, if the following activities are conducted
in accordance with this title, to: (1) private entities that monitor information systems; or (2) non-federal entities that
share, receive, or fail, in good faith, to act upon shared indicators or defensive measures.
6NdN4bSNQWA_dXŮQNdX_^N^RCe^XcWX^V5iPSb5bX]X^N[c3Qd_T  ͔Fͥ ͕
Summary:J_e[RbSaeXbS^_dXŮQNdX_^_TX^T_b]NdX_^cSQebXdiPbSNQWScN^RS^WN^QS`S^N[dXScT_bQiPSbQbX]X^N[cͥ
National Cybersecurity Protection Advancement Act of 2015 (H.R. 1731)
Passed House 4/23/2015
Summary: Amends the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to enhance multi-directional sharing of information
related to cyber security risks and strengthen privacy and civil liberties protections, and for other purposes.
Provides liability protections to companies acting in accordance with the Act that: (1) conduct network awareness;
or (2) share indicators or defensive measures or fail to act based on such sharing.
Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (S. 754)
Passed Senate October 2015, Signed into law December 2015
Summary: Requires the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the
Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) to develop and promulgate procedures to
`b_]_dS͔͕ͧdWSdX]S[icWNbX^V_TQ[NccXŮSRN^RRSQ[NccXŮSRQiPSbdWbSNdX^RXQNd_bcX^`_ccSccX_^_TdWSTSRSbN[
government with private entities, non-federal government agencies, or state, tribal or local governments; (2)
dWScWNbX^V_Te^Q[NccXŮSRX^RXQNd_bcgXdWdWS`eP[XQͩN^R͔ ͕dWScWNbX^V_TQiPSbcSQebXdidWbSNdcgXdWS^dXdXScd_
`bSfS^d_b]XdXVNdSNRfSbcSSŬSQdcͥCb_fXRSc[XNPX[Xdi`b_dSQdX_^cd_S^dXdXScNQdX^VX^NQQ_bRN^QSgXdWdWS3Qdͥ
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5iPSbCbXfNQi8_bdXŮQNdX_^3Qd_T  ͔;ͥEͥ ͕
Summary: Would amend the Federal criminal code to provide criminal penalties for intentional failures to provide
bSaeXbSR^_dXQSc_TNcSQebXdiPbSNQWX^f_[fX^VcS^cXdXfS`Sbc_^N[[iXRS^dXŮNP[SX^T_b]NdX_^ͥESaeXbScN`Sbc_^
gW__g^c_b`_ccSccScRNdNX^S[SQdb_^XQT_b]Q_^dNX^X^VN]SN^c_TXRS^dXŮQNdX_^N^RgW_WNcZ^_g[SRVS_TN
major security breach of the system containing such data to provide prompt notice to the U.S. Secret Service of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

FdNdS?SVXc[NdXfS6SfS[_`]S^dc
Some 47 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have enacted legislation
requiring private or government entities to notify individuals of security breaches of information involving personN[[iXRS^dXŮNP[SX^T_b]NdX_^ͨNQQ_bRX^Vd_dWSANdX_^N[5_^TSbS^QS_TFdNdS?SVXc[NdebSc͔A5F?͕ͥ
In 2016, at least 25 states introduced legislation expanding the scope of laws, setting additional requirements
bS[NdSRd_^_dXŮQNdX_^_bQWN^VX^V`S^N[dXScT_bdW_cSbSc`_^cXP[ST_bPbSNQWScͥ
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